Kinetics of shrinking of polymer gels induced by ultracentrifugal fields.
The kinetics of the shrinking of polymer gels induced by ultracentrifugal fields is investigated. A theory is proposed to describe the diffusion process of polymer networks under centrifugal fields. The initial shrinking rate is proportional to the ratio of the centrifugal force to the frictional force of networks. The shrinking attains the stationary state as a result of the balance between the centrifugal force and the swelling force of networks. The characteristic time for shrinking is of the order of a2/D where a and D are the stationary displacement and diffusion constant, respectively. We also present the experimental data for the shrinking of the poly(acrylamide) (PAAm) gels under ultracentrifugal fields. The shrinkage increases linearly with time in the initial stage whereas it reaches the steady state in the long time limit as expected by the theory. Each of longitudinal elastic modulus and friction coefficient of the PAAm gels is evaluated from the data on the basis of the theory.